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The Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet (EPPC) and the Jackson Purchase
Resource and Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. do not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, religion, or disability. The EEC and Jackson
Purchase Resource and Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. will provide, on
request, reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services necessary to
afford an individual with a disability an equal opportunity to participate in all services,
programs and activities. To request materials in an alternative format, contact the
Kentucky Division of Water, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort, KY 40601 or call (502) 564-2410,
or contact Jackson Purchase Resource and Conservation and Development Foundation,
Inc.
Funding for this project was provided in part by a grant from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) through the Kentucky Division of Water, Nonpoint Source
Section, to Jackson Purchase Resource and Conservation and Development Foundation,
Inc. as authorized by the Clean Water Act Amendments of 1987, §319(h) Nonpoint Source
Implementation Grant # C9994861-04. Mention of trade names or commercial products,
if any, does not constitute endorsement. This document was printed on recycled paper.
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Executive Summary
This document is available online at http://www.jpf.org/precisionag.htm

The Kentucky Division of Conservation Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program
incorporated Precision Agriculture into farming operations in eight counties of the Jackson
Purchase region of Kentucky. This project established a 60/40 cost-share program with
producers as an incentive to encourage them to change their farming operations from a
generalized broadcast spreading system for soil amendments and chemical applications to a
subfield specific prescribed variable application method. The apply-where-it-is-needed
methodology optimized the applied materials, thus creating a lower pollution potential and
increased income for the producers. The Precision Agriculture program lowered pollution
potential by using fewer inputs in each field. This was accomplished through lower fertilizer
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application rates where the yield potential is lower and higher fertilizer application rates where
the crop will extract the nutrients leaving little residual amounts available to runoff. The
program reduced chemical application rates by reducing overlap during applications. The
brightest point of this project is the farmers who, once introduced to the concept, aggressively
participated when they learned the income potential and cost reduction benefits of Precision
Agriculture. The partnerships developed through this project assured success and produced
viable results able to be replicated across the entire farming region of the state.

Introduction & Background
The draft version of the 2002 303d List of Waters for Kentucky report was reviewed for water
body impairments that could be related to fertilizer and pesticide use on agricultural land in the
project area (Kentucky Division of Water, 2002). Ten possible listings were noted for 1st priority
streams with aquatic life impairments in the Mississippi and Tennessee River basins. Two of
these ten listings clearly identified nutrients or organic enrichment as the pollutant causing the
impairment and agriculture as a suspected source. Another listing identified an “unknown”
pollutant with agriculture identified as a suspected source. The remaining seven listings were
identified as “unknown” pollutants and “unknown“ suspected sources.
Seventeen listings were noted on the draft version of the 2002 303d List of Waters for Kentucky
report for 2nd priority streams with aquatic life impairments. Of these 17 listings, three listings
identified nutrients or organic enrichment as the pollutant and have agriculture as a suspected
source. Another two listings identified nutrients or excessive algae growth as the pollutant with
“unknown” and “agriculture” as the suspected sources. The remaining twelve listings identified
“unknown” pollutants and “unknown” suspected sources. While these two priority categories do
not all specifically list agriculture as the suspected source of pollution, they do indicate
agriculture as a problem. Forty-nine percent of the land use in the project area is row cropland
and 14% is pastureland, indicating a strong potential for correlation between the impairments
identified in this report and agriculture as a potential source.

Project goals and objectives
GOAL: To reduce nonpoint source pollution by reducing the amount of fertilizer used on
agriculture cropland by the use of precision agriculture practices.
OBJECTIVES:
1. Identification of farmers in each county to enlist in the precision agriculture program
2. Assist 40 farmers in 8 counties with conversion to a Precision Agriculture (PA) program
3. Implementation of PA programs with 40 Farmers
4. Development of practical plans for reducing pollution from producer added fertilizers and
pesticides to agricultural fields
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•
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Activities conducted to complete the project goal
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. (JPF) worked in conjunction with NRCS
and UK Cooperative Extension to notify area farmers of the project and availability of
cost share funds.
A public meeting was held in April 2005 at Boyettes at Reel Foot Lake to inform
potential participating farmers about the PA project and available technologies.
A public meeting was held in July 2005 at Pagliai’s Pizza in Murray, KY to inform
potential participating farmers about the PA project and available technologies.
Individual meetings were held between the project manager (Dustin Renfro) and
Purchase Area farmers recommended by NRCS and UK Cooperative Extension to
explain the program in more detail. Participants were required to have some knowledge
of precision agriculture prior to participation in the project. Each participating farmer
was allocated $8,500 for the purchase of equipment, soil tests, etc. In-kind non-federal
match was provided by the participating farmer’s cash investment in the PA equipment.
The project manager and equipment vendors provided technical assistance to
participating farmers in the proper installation and use of PA equipment, its use, and data
management/reporting requirements. The project manager and the Four Rivers Basin
Coordinator have provided follow-up assistance to participating farmers.
Application information was not placed on the JPF website as was initially planned.
Participating farmers were directly assisted and advised by the project manager.
General information about the project is currently on the JPF website, as will the project
final report will be posted upon completion.
Dan Ellison, PA Participant, made two presentations about the PA project, one at the
Southeast Association of RC&D Councils in Wytheville VA September 2008 and the
other at the National Association of RDC&D Councils in Albuquerque, NM June 2009.
Both presentations are available on the website at http://www.jpf.org/precisionag.htm
(The Power Point presentation will be included in Appendix F. (printed and electronic).

Background
The local Four Rivers Watershed Watch group has been testing streams within the eight county
project area for nine years. Their findings indicate most streams tested contained evidence of
triazines when sampled in the spring. The average triazine concentration across all streams
tested was 1.4 ppb. More extensive data analysis focusing on streams tested that have more row
cropland as their adjacent land use indicated that the average triazine concentration rises to 3.18
ppb. Other data collected by the Four Rivers Watershed Watch group indicates other possible
connections to agricultural sources. Elevated levels of nitrogen compounds were observed in
local streams. One potential source includes excessive amounts of fertilizer applied to crops and
pastures. While these pollutants are not confirmed to have agriculture as a sole source, anecdotal
evidence and common sense dictates that reduction of potential pollutants to the environment
through precision agriculture technology can only reduce or prevent the problem.
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Other concerns arise from possible agricultural pollutants. The increase in nutrient loading in
streams in the Jackson Purchase region of Kentucky has been connected to the gulf hypoxia
issue. US Geological Survey states that nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in the Mississippi River
has doubled since 1950. While there may be several contributors, agriculture has been identified
as one potential source, as fertilizer use has followed a similar rise to nitrate-nitrogen
concentrations. The USGS, also, states that 25% of the nitrogen loading in the Mississippi River
comes from the lower MS Valley, which encompasses only 10% of the land area in the entire
Mississippi River watershed. Even though this evidence is not conclusive, there is enough
implied logic that reducing the inputs in the eight county project area will reduce the possibility
of nutrient loading, thus affecting the hypoxia problem in the Gulf of Mexico.
The purpose of this project was to reduce the potential for pollution from producer added
fertilizers and pesticides to agricultural fields in the eight county Jackson Purchase area, while
improving farm profitability. This project also served to convert producers from a generalized
broadcast spreading system for soil amendments and chemical applications to a subfield specific
prescribed variable application method, also known as precision agriculture.
Precision agriculture reduces nonpoint source pollution by using a system of farming that applies
the soil amendments and pesticides where needed to optimize the use of the amendments and
chemicals. This is in contrast to traditional application of these inputs through generalized
spreading, that is, averaging across a field. Precision agriculture is implemented through detailed
soil and fertility mapping of each field. Mapping data is correlated to precise GPS locations in
the field, and application rates are determined based on the greatest potential of yield. Less or no
amendments can be added where there is low yield or high levels of nutrients already existing.
Likewise, where conditions are excellent for high yield more soil amendments will be added and
utilized by the crop. Both of these scenarios reduce the amounts of total amendments and
chemicals used with more common generalized spreading techniques. The end result is reduced
potential for runoff or infiltration. What makes precision agriculture such a successful program is
the income increase for participating farmers. A program like this can not be successful without
convincing the farmers that it will positively affect their bottom line profits. Another benefit of
precision agriculture is the use of GPS in equipment guidance across the field. This reduces
overlap in each pass across the field, improving income and reducing over-application.

Materials and Methods
1. A description of the project area.
The project was conducted in the Jackson Purchase Region of Western Kentucky, which
consists of eight counties including: Calloway, Marshall, Graves, McCracken, Fulton,
Hickman, Carlisle, and Ballard. The Jackson Purchase region is located in the southwestern
part of Kentucky. The Jackson Purchase is known as the "Gateway to the West," and is
surrounded by the Mississippi River, the Ohio River, the Tennessee River and the
Cumberland River. The Purchase Region encompasses approximately 2,500 square miles,
includes 87,648 acres of water area. Throughout the region program participants consisted
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of 8,999 acres of cropland. The land throughout the region has been historically used for
production of row crops, including but not limited to corn, soybeans, wheat, dark tobacco, air
cured tobacco, burley tobacco and livestock production.

Figure 1, General Location Map
2. A description of all methods used to obtain the results for your project.
Program Development
Farmers were sought out in each county of the Jackson Purchase region to enlist into the
PA program. Avenues such as media releases, newsletters to notify potential farmers of
the availability of the program, rollout meetings to explain the program, and applications
and information on the web at http://www.jpf.org/precisionag.htm were used to enlist
potential farmers.
Participant Involvement
This project assisted 36 farmers in 8 counties with utilization of the PA program in their
operations. Each farming operation was provided precision agriculture training, as well
equipment and data management information. Each participant of the program was
advised on the complexity of the program and that their generalized data will be available
to the JPF and the University of Kentucky, but that their privacy would be protected.
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BMP Implementation
The precision agriculture best management practice utilized for this project included a
combination of data analysis, management techniques, and variable rate application of
crop production inputs. Each BMP included, as a minimum, the following elements:
• Soil sampling on a 2.5 acre grid with 4 cores taken and combined to make a soil
fertility data point;
• Each 2.5 acre grid point was analyzed separately for pH, P1, K, CEC, & OM;
• Soil fertility maps were produced indicating fertility levels for each data point;
• Management zones of similar fertility were defined and mapped for fertilizer
application recommendations of Nitrogen, Potassium, and Phosphorus;
• Application of soil amendments were applied (lime, N, P, K) by variable rate;
• Collection of pesticide application data;
• Collection of yield data via GPS equipped yield monitor;
• Data assimilated into GIS software to later ascertain project success;
Other Useful Elements that were included in the program, but not required as part of the
BMP included:
• Variable Rate planting;
• Variable Rate pesticide application.
This project contained one BMP made up of several elements (as listed above). The list
above contains the minimum necessary elements needed to successfully complete the PA
project. Also included in the PA program were two extra elements that played into this
project as the quickly changing technology allowed. The treatment efficiency improved
as the participants became more knowledgeable of the capabilities of the BMP and the
GPS equipped tools. Each participant was expected to complete 4 crop seasons in the
project. They were required to supply their application and yield data for all 4 years.
The equipment necessary and whether or not it was purchased through this project was
also required for completion of the project. Maintenance of the equipment was the
responsibility of the participant and not part of the financial incentive package, but was
considered in-kind match.
The precision agriculture BMP utilized in this project focused on an average of 220 acres
of each participant’s total farm operation acres. The entire data package was collected on
the average of 220 acres. More of their operation’s data was collected, but due to
complexity, total volume of the data, and resulting data management, the amount
collected from each participant will vary and was limited to the average of 220 acres
enrolled. The 220 acres on average that were enrolled in the project were the same acres
for the duration of the project. These acres were chosen in consultation with the
participant, the project manager, and the existing data (mainly soils maps). During the 5
years of this project two producers dropped out of the project due to changes in their
operations and two producers never started after they initially said they wanted to
participate. In the end, 36 of the sites selected, that were scattered across the entire
Jackson Purchase Region, collected data for two or more years. There were two
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participants recruited in the project with operations in the Cane Creek Watershed
(Hickman Co.) and the Upper East Fork Clarks River Watershed (Calloway Co.).
The Kentucky Division of Conservation was notified prior to implementation of the PA
program by official correspondence from the JPF.
Each participant signed an agreement with the JPF that expressed what was expected for
the duration of the project, four crop seasons. Once the agreement was accepted by the
participants, each was expected to submit documentation of invoices to the JPF for a
minimum of $14,167. The documentation included actual invoices for precision
agriculture equipment, such as software, yield monitors, GPS receivers, control motors,
guidance systems, and steering control systems, including the necessary wiring, sensors,
adaptors, and installation; for precision agriculture services such as soil sampling
gridding, soil analysis, equipment calibration and adjustment; or personal time logs for
data collection and entry. This list of approved items for reimbursement through this PA
project was dynamic because of the rapidly changing available equipment and software.
There have been substantial changes in the cost, type and capabilities of precision
agriculture equipment over the life of this project. Therefore, we wanted to reserve the
option of adding to this list of approved equipment during the project period. Upon
inspection and acceptance of this documentation by the project manager, the JPF
reimbursed the project participant sixty percent of the total amount ($14,167) that did not
exceed $8,500.00 per participant.
Most components of the PA project are of a management nature. The components
require hardware installation, software usage and data management; then variable rate
application of the crop prescriptions. All of these do not require maintenance in the
traditional way maintenance of a BMP is recognized. The project participants were
expected to faithfully complete the above listed PA BMP elements for four crop seasons.
They then supplied the data collected throughout the four crop seasons to the JPF, which
was then used to determine success of the project. After the project was completed, the
lessons learned by each participant ultimately made them continue using these BMPs.
There was not any on-the-land conservation practices that require annual physical
maintenance.
3. A description of any specialized materials that were used in the collection of data for
the project.
•
•

Toshiba Laptop Computer
Optoma LCD Projector
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Results and Discussion:
With PA being in its infancy at the beginning of this project many of the participants were just
starting to become involved with PA. This program allowed them all to become more familiar
with all aspects of PA.
Most of the participants chose different angles on how to apply PA practices to their ongoing
farming operation. Items such as yield monitors, lightbars, auto boom shut off, and auto steer
where purchased through the use of funds from this program.
All of the participants through this program were required to grid sample their acres that were
included in this program. From the grid samples, each participant chose to use management
zones, VRT fertilizer application or a straight rate application to their fields included once the
soil samples were reviewed.

Figure 2, Soil Test Recommendation Map
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With all of the different variations of PA being used throughout the program, tracking all of the
different types of data became an issue. The goal of reducing the amount of fertilizer and
pesticides applied were both achieved, however these were achieved through several different
avenues.
Many of the participants chose to purchase yield monitors which in turn allowed them to chart
the yields of each crop in a given year. By tracking these yields it allowed for the participant to
look at the variations in yield across the field and make management decisions as to areas to
apply less or more fertilizer based on the yield potential for that area, thus creating management
zones.

Figure 3, Yield Map
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Lightbars were also purchased by many of the participants. By using the lightbars, the producers
found that they were able to reduce the amount of overlapping herbicide and fertilizer application
patterns by three to four feet on each pass. Using a 60 foot spread pattern or 60 foot spray
booms this allowed them reduce the amount of overlap from five foot on each pass to one foot on
each pass.

Figure 4, As Applied Spray Map
All of the PA practices enabled each producer to reduce fertilizer and pesticide application as
well as increasing overall farm net income. Each PA practice enables the producer to
micromanage their farming operation better. One of the participants, Rick Murdock, summed up
the entire grant best when he stated, “This grant opened my eyes on a few acres to see the
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benefits of it across my entire operation. I now use PA in every aspect of my farming
operation.”
One participant was able to purchase equipment that allowed his planter to shut off planter boxes
in sections, just like the auto boom off. This becomes very useful in fields in the Purchase region
due to the fact that most all fields are very irregular in shape and have multiple waterways
running through them. As stated by the participant, “I was able to reduce the amount of seed in
one 100 acre field by 1/3rd of the amount that I had typically used in the past to plant the same
field.” With this particular field the producer was actually using enough seed to plant around
130 acres of corn in a 100 acre field due to all of the headlands and waterways. Assuming a seed
cost of $81.60 ($240/ bag using .34 bags/acre (University of Kentucky)) he was able to save
$2448.00 on this field alone in one year.
Through the life of the program, using PA practices on fertilizer application enabled the
participants to reduce their overall fertilizer application. Nitrogen application was reduced by an
average of 18.17lbs per acre or by 9.09% between 2005 and 2008. Phosphate application was
reduced by an average of 24.61 lbs or by 24.61% between 2005 and 2008.

Figure 5, PA Nitrogen Recommendation / Acre Changes
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Figure 6, PA Phosphate Recommendation / Acre Changes

Conclusions:
(Measures of Success)
It is our conclusion that the project was a success, achieving the goals identified and doing so at
a reasonable cost in both financial and natural resources. Precision Agriculture is an ideal
approach to reducing agriculture inputs, thus reducing potential for nonpoint source pollution as
well as improving overall farm income. PA is a good alternative to conventional agriculture
practices to reduce nonpoint source pollution and increase farm income. We recommend that
any technically inclined row crop farmer use these practices within their current farming
operation. One of the primary hindrances to the adoption of precision agriculture management
strategies has been the cost of the technology. However, it is possible to recover the cost of your
initial investment. There are many interrelated components of a precision agriculture system.
Each component has a different investment cost and thus must each in turn be justified for each
farming operation. In order to make a decision, potential users must carefully consider the
economic impact of each component. As with all technology, PA is a fast-developing thus
experiencing continually changing prices. Economic analysis should be based on updated prices,
such as those available at http://www.precisionag.com. Another possible drawback to these
practices is that it requires heavy use of technology and extensive record keeping in order to fully
utilize PA to its capacity.
In many ways, PA is in its infancy. Only a few early adopters have more than four or five years
of data. New tools are being developed each year. In the future, new sampling techniques will
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give better information about variation in field fertility. Sensing technology, such as electrical
conductivity and near infrared imagery, could revolutionize field management strategies.
Farmers who have several years of historical data will be able to better use these new tools when
they become available. That is why it is important to continue collecting data now.
PA Considerations:
 Don’t expect large returns with minimal energy. It has been said that PA
technology will not make a mediocre farm manager a better manager. It
simply provides tools to quantify spatial variation. Users must still follow
fundamentally sound management practices.
 Expect a learning curve. Be prepared to spend extra time learning to use the
technology’s software and hardware.
 Be aware of software and hardware compatibility issues. Before
purchasing any hardware or software, make sure that all components are
compatible and that they are compatible with the systems your service
providers may be using.
 Make sure your farm computer has the minimum requirements of
random-access memory (RAM) and hard disk space. Precision databases
can become quite large. Plan for a way to back up your data and then keep
that backup in a location away from the computer. Don’t let a fire or other
disaster destroy the originals and the backup.
 Be prepared to make management changes. Using PA technology won’t
increase your profits if all you do is monitor your existing management
strategies. You have to make changes to see results.
 Don’t expect results overnight. It may take several seasons to see and
confirm positive results from using the technology. Be patient! (University of
Kentucky)
Below each of the project’s original items of success, written in italics, will be discussed.





Participation by 40 farmers in 8 counties. There were a total of 38 farmers that signed up
for the program with 36 completing the program.
Partnerships developed between the farmers and the data analysis consultants. Through
this program at least one Agriculture COOP purchased the required equipment for VRT
fertilizer application. Farmers saw the benefits of this program and started adding PA
practices throughout their operations.
Extensive soils and fertility data collect on 32,000 acres of row crop land. Grid
sampling, pulling a soil test every 2.5 acres, of 8999 acres of crop land was conducted.
These samples were then used to prescribe VRT application / Management Zone
application of fertilizer. Yield monitors provide a new and powerful tool for grain
production, with many benefits. One is that operators can quickly view crop performance
during harvest. A second benefit is that this yield data can be transferred to a personal
computer and summarized on a field-by-field or total-farm basis for tax or record keeping
purposes. A third benefit is that this information can be geographically referenced for the
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generation of yield maps, which provide year-to-year comparisons of high- and lowyielding areas of a field throughout a crop rotation sequence.
Reduce applied fertilizer by 30 percent (per acres basis) Using PA technology; the
participants of the program were able to reduce their overall fertilizer application.
Nitrogen application was reduced by an average of 18.17lbs per acre or by 9.09%
between 2005 and 2008. Phosphate application was reduced by an average of 24.61 lbs
or by 24.61% between 2005 and 2008. However some of the phosphate reduction may
have been in part to record high phosphate cost. During 2008 cropping season, Di
Ammonium Phosphate (DAP 18-46-0) which is used for phosphate fertilizer reached
prices in the neighborhood of $1,200.00 per ton.
Reduce applied herbicides/insecticides/fungicides by 10 percent (per acres basis). One of
the many components of PA is the use of lightbars during pesticide (herbicide,
insecticide, and fungicide) application. The primary advantage of using a lightbar is a
reduction in application errors (overlaps and skips). Most operators, in typical field
operations, tend to overlap subsequent passes to avoid the more noticeable effects of a
skip. Most drivers who use foam markers with chemical application equipment will
overlap about 5% of the machine width on each pass. Lightbars can help reduce overlap
to less than 3% without increasing skipped areas. By simple use of a lightbar it translates
into a reduction in chemical use of as much as 2%. Auto-Boom shut off, another
component of PA, is used during the chemical application process. Auto-Boom allows
for sections of the spray boom to automatically cut off as a portion of the boom extends
over an area that has already been sprayed. Most spray booms are divided into five
sections and will automatically shut off once the entire section has passed over a
previously sprayed section. This allows for a 10-25% reduction of pesticides overlap on
crop headlands depending on the individual field. The combination of these practices
allow for a combined reduction in pesticide application of 10-30% as well as an equal
reduction in pesticide cost. (University of Kentucky)
Improve income from fields utilizing PA by 10 percent (per acres basis) The use of PA
easily increased net farm income solely on the bases of reduction of overlap when using a
lightbar spreading fertilizer and applying pesticides. When taking in the fertilizer savings
and the reduced seed cost, a 10% improvement of overall farm income was easily
achieved.
Increased awareness to 100 additional farmers of the value in PA and Forty more
farmers (not participating in this project) utilizing PA. Throughout the duration of this
project each participant became more aware of the benefits of PA. As each one became
more familiar with PA and saw the benefits they started using the technology across the
test acres and into their full farming operation. As always farmers talk about their
operations in the coffee shops every morning and as they became more aware of these
benefits they started sharing with their neighbors. With PA truly starting to take off these
initial participants were looked upon for more information about their personal
experiences. By simple word of mouth well over 100 additional farmers were made
aware of PA and the benefits, as well as having someone that had personal experience
with PA to talk and ask questions to. At the Environmental Quality Incentives Program
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(EQIP) Pooling Area 1 (Jackson Purchase Counties) Local Working Group (LWG)
Meeting on November 24th, 2009 at Marshall Co. Extension Office, the group voted to
make the recommendation to the State Technical to include PA technology cost share as
an approved practice for funding through the EQIP program.
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Appendices:
Appendix A. Financial and Administrative Closeout
1. Application Outputs
Outputs

Date
Finalized/Produced

Submit all existing and newly developed materials to DOC for
approval, including web-based materials.

12/31/09

Submit prior notice of all agendas and meetings to DOC for
approval and dissemination.

12/31/09

Enlist Farmers in each county into the Precision Agriculture
Program. Track number of farmers enrolled (40 Farmers)

9/30/05

Disseminate media releases via newsletters to notify potential
farmers of the availability of the program.

XXX

Conduct rollout meetings to explain the program.

9/30/05

Post applications and information on the web at www.jpf.org

XXX

Assist 40 Farmers in 8 counties with the utilization of the
Precision Agriculture Program.

9/29/06

Provide Precision Ag. Training, equipment and data manager
information to participating farmers.

9/26/06

Advise participants of the complexity of the program; that their
generalized data will be available to Foundation and the
University of Kentucky; advise each participant that his privacy
will be protected.

11/1/05

Submit BMP Implementation Plan to DOC for review and
approval

8/19/05

Coordinate soils and fertility data for fields enrolled in the PA
Program.

12/31/09
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Place GPS monitors, light bars, etc. into chemical/fertilizer
application equipment and harvesting equipment.

9/1/09

Compile and analyze data collected through the equipment and
activities of this program.

12/31/09

Convert the applicators from general broadcast of farm chemicals
and fertilizers to an as prescribed spot application system.

9/1/09

Prepare and submit an annual report to DOC for review and
approval; and participate in the DOW annual NPS conference if
being held.

12/31/09

Prepare and submit Final Close-Out Reports to the DOC for
review and approval. Final guidelines pertinent to the project are
included with your MOA.

12/31/09

Budget Summary
BMP
Implementati
on

Project
Management

$10,000

$3,000

$3,000

$0

$4,000

$0

$20,000

Supplies

$1,000

$500

$2,000

$0

$500

$0

$4,000

Equipment

$1,500

$2,000

$2,000

$0

$500

$0

$6,000

Travel

$1,000

$2,500

$1,000

$0

$500

$0

$5,000

Contractual

$575,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$575,000

Operating
Costs

$16,000

$23,000

$10,500

$0

$8,000

$0

$57,500

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$

$604,500

$31,000

$18,500

$0

$13,500

$0

$667,500

Personnel

Other
TOTAL

Education,
Training, or
Outreach

Monitoring

Technical
Assistance

Other –

TOTAL
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2. Detailed Budget

Budget Categories

Section

Non-Federal

(itemize all categories)

319(h)

Match

Final
Expenditures

TOTAL

Personnel

$12,000

$8,000

$20,000.00

$10,663.24

Supplies

$2,000

$2,000

$4,000.00

$488.22

Equipment

$4,000

$2,000

$6,000.00

$5,680.18

Travel

$3,000

$2,000

$5,000.00

$3,539.91

$345,000

$230,000

$575,000.00

$599,066.88

$34,500

$23,000

$57,500.00

$55,781.01

$0

$0

$0

$0

$400,500.00

$267,000.00

$667,500.00

$675,219.44

Contractual
Operating Costs
Other
TOTAL

60%

40%

100%

$100

The Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. was
reimbursed $400,500.00. All dollars in the project budget were spent; there were no excess funds
to reallocate. This project did generate overmatch provided by the Jackson Purchase Resource
Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. This overmatch was not posted to the Grant.

3. Equipment Summary
Item

Units

Unit Price

Optoma DLP Projector

1

$998.99

Toshiba Laptop Computer with Ag Leader Technology
Software, Additional Memory, Accessories

1

$4600.42
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Throughout the duration of this project a Toshiba laptop computer with software,
additional memory and accessories and Optoma LCD Projector were purchased for
record keeping purposes and data compilation. Both items were also used in the
educational components of the project.
Any purchases of Precision Agriculture Equipment and other related items that might
seem to be classed as equipment are components of the Precision Ag Systems of each
farming operation.
No equipment was purchased for this project that was or is valued at fair market value
of $5,000 or greater.

4. Special Grant Conditions
None. The USEPA placed no special grant conditions on the project.

Appendix B. QAQC Plan
No QAQC was required or developed.
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Appendix C. BMP Implementation Plan

Precision Agriculture BMP Technology Transfer
Agreement No. M-04243413
Grant No. C9994861-04
04-06

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Lead Agency
Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation & Development Foundation, Inc.
1000 Commonwealth Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066

August 2005
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(1) List of BMP technologies to be installed.
Precision Agriculture BMPs are a combination of data analysis, management techniques, and
variable rate application of crop production inputs.
Each Precision Agriculture Best Management Practice will include, as a minimum:
¾ Soil sampling on a 2.5 acre grid with 4 cores taken and combined to make a soil fertility
data point;
¾ Each 2.5 acre grid point will be analyzed separately for pH, P1, K, CEC, & OM;
¾ Soil fertility maps will be produced indicating fertility levels for each data point;
¾ Management zones of similar fertility will be defined and mapped for fertilizer
application recommendations of Nitrogen, Potassium, and Phosphorus;
¾ Application of soil amendments (lime, N, P, K) by variable rate;
¾ Collection of pesticide application data;
¾ Collection of yield data via GPS equipped yield monitor;
¾ Data assimilated into GIS software to later ascertain project success;

Other Useful elements (not required)
¾ Variable Rate planting;
¾ Variable Rate pesticide application.

(2) A description of the technology selection process, to include the estimated cost,
relative treatment efficiency, and the minimum operation and maintenance required
for the BMP to operate efficiently.
This project contains one Best Management Practices made up of several elements (as listed
above). The list above contains the minimum necessary elements to successfully complete the
project. Also, included are two extra elements that may play into this project as the quickly
changing technology may allow. The treatment efficiency will improve as the participants
become more knowledgeable of the capabilities of the BMP and the GPS equipped tools. Each
participant will be expected to complete 4 crop seasons in the project. They will be required to
supply their application and yield data for all 4 years. The equipment necessary, whether
purchased through this project or not, will be required for completion of the project.
Maintenance of the equipment is the responsibility of the participant and not part of the financial
incentive package, but will be considered in-kind match.
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(3) A description of how BMPs shall be targeted to specific locations and if the
locations are known, a map clearly showing the locations where the BMP technologies
shall be demonstrated.
The Precision Agriculture Best Management Practices will be focused on 220 acres of each
participant’s total farm operation acres. The entire data package will be collected on these 220
acres. More of their operation’s data may be collected, but due to complexity, total volume of
the data, and resulting data management, the amount collected from each participant will vary
and may be limited to the 220 acres enrolled. The 220 acres enrolled in the project will be the
same acres for the duration of the project. These acres are being chosen in consultation with the
participant, the project manager, and the existing data (mainly soils maps). At this time, there
have only been a few sites selected, the end result will be 40 sites scattered across the entire
Jackson Purchase, i.e. maps are not currently available. There will be at least two participants
recruited in the project with operations in the Cane Creek Watershed (Hickman Co.) and the
Upper East Fork Clarks River Watershed (Calloway Co.).

(4) A means of notifying the Division of Water, NPS Section Prior to BMP
Implementation.
DOC will be notified prior to implementation by official correspondence from the Jackson
Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc.

(5) A financial plan of action, which describes how financial assistance will be
provided for technology demonstration.
Each participant will sign an agreement with the Foundation that expresses what is expected for
the duration of the project, 4 crop seasons. Once accepted by the participants, each will be
expected to submit documentation to the Foundation for a minimum of $14,167. The
documentation will be actual invoices for Precision Agriculture equipment, such as software,
yield monitors, GPS receivers, control motors, Guidance systems, and steering control systems;
including the necessary wiring, sensors, adaptors, and installation; for Precision Agriculture
services such as soil sampling gridding, soil analysis, equipment calibration and adjustment; or
personal time logs for data collection and entry. This list of approved items is dynamic because
of the rapidly changing available equipment and software. We expect there to be substantial
change in the cost, type and capabilities of Precision Agriculture equipment over the life of this
project. Therefore we want to reserve the option of adding to this list of approved equipment in
the future. Upon inspection and acceptance of this documentation by the project manager, the
Foundation will reimburse the project participant sixty percent of the total amount not to exceed
$8,500.00 per participant.
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(6) The type of maintenance agreement to be made with the landowner.
Most components of Precision Agriculture are of a management nature. The components require
hardware installation, software usage and data management; then variable rate application of the
crop prescriptions. All of these do not require maintenance in the traditional way maintenance of
a BMP is recognized. The project participants are expected to faithfully complete the above
listed components for four crop seasons. They will supply the Foundation the data elements to
be used to determine success of the project. After the project has been completed it is hoped the
lessons learn by each participant will make them continue using the BMPs. There will not be
any on-the-land conservation practices that require annual physical maintenance.
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Appendix D. Program Development and Educational Program Materials
Website snapshot promoting program:
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Contract Agreements:

Precision Agriculture BMP Technology Transfer Demonstration
Memorandum of Understanding
Between
The Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc.
and
VENDORS
Overview
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. (JPF) with funding from the Environmental
Protection Agency 319(h) nonpoint source pollution program through the Kentucky Division of Water is
embarking on a 4 year project to encourage use of precision agriculture technologies and obtain
knowledge as to the effectiveness of these technologies in reducing nonpoint source pollution.
It is mutually understood that the:

Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. (JPF) will:
1. Provide financial incentive to each participant to participate in the project;
2. Provide financial incentive to each participant at a rate not to exceed 60% of the total costs of
the project elements;
3. Provide financial incentive in the approximate amount of $8,000, not to exceed $8,500 or be
less than $7,800 to each participate in the project
4. Reimburse the participant promptly upon completion of project requirements for each crop
season – this will most likely be in 5 payments over the length of the project;
5. Provide any participant which receives more than $600 from JPF in any year with a form 1099
Misc. for their tax records;
6. Protect participant personal data as per privacy laws;
7. Store participant data in a blind format that identifies the data as per a unique numeric
identifier, no private individual data will be released for public view, without written permission
of that participant;
8. Expect each participant to faithfully complete the project through years, beginning fall 2005 and
ending fall 2009, enrolled acres need to be in corn in 2005 and/or 2006 and one more crop
season (minimum) of which will be in corn;
9. Assist the participant in the understanding and utilization of the precision agriculture
information;
10. Collect the data related to precision agriculture and produce a report of the findings.
11. Team with VENDOR to provide program participants with data collection;
The project participant will:
1. Enroll 220 acres into the project (some size variation will be allowed). More acres are
encouraged to be enrolled into the project, but the amount of financial incentive will remain the
same.
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2. Agree to participate by providing JPF and its partners access to the 220 acres enrolled in the
project for the Fall 2005; 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 crop years;
3. Provide the Foundation with the listed data elements (see page 4) in a timely fashion, as per
quality control requirements. This item may be completed through a contract or other
arrangement with VENDOR, contracting with VENDOR is not required.
4. Have a GPS equipped yield monitor ready to use for the 2005 harvest year on the enrolled acres,
for all combines used in the enrolled acres.
5. Provide documentation (may be receipts, canceled checks, time logs, etc agreed to in advance of
expenditure) to substantiate participant contribution of 40% match in the form of cash, cash
equivalent, or in‐kind to the project.
6. A participant may use the financial incentive for any approved precision agriculture equipment
or service. The portion of how much of the financial incentive package that goes to the
participant for data is up to the decision of that participant as long as the participant enrolls 220
or more acres in this project. Eligible precision agriculture equipment includes light bars, GPS
guidance systems, assisted steering, and variable rate attachments for planters, spreaders,
sprayers, software, and more. Services include soil sampling and soil testing if sites are GPS
located, GPS equipped yield monitor calibration, variable rate spreading and spraying. etc. If in
doubt contact the Project Manager.
It is also mutually understood that:

VENDOR will
If the participant chooses to contract with VENDOR, VENDOR may charge for its services on the 220±
acres included in the project. This rate will be $30 per acre for the four years, payable $9 in 2005, $6 in
2006 and 2007, and $9 in 2008. The Foundation will reimburse the participant $18 payable $5.40 in
2005, $3.60 for 2006 and 2007, and $5.40 for 2008. The participant will be responsible for contracting
directly with VENDOR and paying VENDOR up‐front each year. The Foundation will then reimburse the
participant, as per above. Project participation will be available to existing as well as new VENDOR
clients.
VENDOR will NOT approach any farmer promoting, selling, advertising, discussing or
disseminating information about this program in any way without the written consent of JPF.
Fall of 2005 – VENDOR will:
1. 4 cores pulled at every site on 2.5 acre grids
2. Samples will be sent to a contract laboratory for analysis
Analysis will be sent to VENDOR and JPF
3. Analysis and recommendation will include the following
pH, P1, K, C.E.C., and O.M.
4. Provide the participant a fertility prescription for variable rate application in paper map and
compatible electronic card delivered to the participant’s applicator (copies will be provided to
JPF)
7. Calibration of Yield Monitor before entry into enrolled acres at harvest.
8. Routine downloading of information stored to PC Card in Yield Monitor
9. All yield maps from contracted acres will processed and delivered to participant and JPF
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10. All prescriptions for the 220 enrolled acres will be generated and delivered to grower and JPF in
hard copy and electronic acceptable formats.
11. Equipment service issues that come up will be covered under contract for equipment purchased
from VENDOR. Equipment may be purchased from any reputable vendor. Equipment bought
from other vendors is NOT covered under the VENDOR contract or by JPF.
12. If grower purchases Yield Monitor or other Precision agriculture equipment from VENDOR,
installation will be part of contract.
Spring 2006
Some additional equipment may be required by some growers at this time. Growers must be prepared
to variable rate apply their lime, dry fertilizer, nitrogen, and possibly seed, with their own equipment or
by custom applicator.
1. By this time enough data may have been generated to move grower into VRT applications of Dry
Fertilizer (analysis from soil samples), Nitrogen; liquid or anhydrous, and seeding rates for corn.
2. All prescriptions will be generated and given to the grower in map form for him to check off on.
Prescriptions will then be placed on PC cards and delivered to grower to start applying products;
3. Once the products have been applied VENDOR will download data from PC cards to create as‐
applied maps and place that data in the grower’s database for future use with this project.
4. Growers and JPF will receive maps of all the applications associated with their contracted acres that
are managed by VENDOR;
Fall 2006 thru spring 2007 and fall 2007 thru spring 2008
No soil sampling will be required. Repeat processes used in fall 2005 (without the soil sampling and
testing) and spring 2006

Fall 2008
1. Soil Sampling under the same procedure as Fall 20005.
2. Analysis will be sent to VENDOR and JPF
3. Provide the participant a fertility prescription for variable rate application in paper map and
compatible electronic card delivered to the participant’s applicator (copies will be provided to JPF)
4. Calibration of Yield Monitor throughout crop harvest
5. Routine downloading of information stored to PC Card in Yield Monitor
6. All yield maps from contracted acres will processed and delivered to participant and JPF
7. All prescriptions for the 220 enrolled acres will be generated and delivered to grower and JPF in
hard copy and electronic formats.
8. Equipment service issues that come up will be covered under contract for equipment purchased
from VENDOR. Equipment may be purchased from any reputable vendor. Equipment bought from
vendors other than VENDOR is NOT covered by the VENDOR contract or by JPF.
9. If grower purchases Yield Monitor from VENDOR, installation will be part of contract.
10. Compare sample sites from 1st crop and 4th crop from fertility perspective
11. Transfer all pertinent data to Jackson Purchase Foundation’s system via shape files and Excel
spreadsheets
Data elements:
(Data collected per data point located by Global Position System)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Soil Sampling, sites located by GPS, on a 2.5 acre grid or management zone if approved in advance
(taken twice during the duration ‐ fall 2005, fall 2008);
Soils analysis (pH, P1, K, C.E.C., O.M.) by approved laboratory (twice);
Lime and fertilizer recommendations and actual applications as per variable rate technology,
including micronutrients if so applied (each application);
Seeding rates as per the variable rate technology or not (each crop);
Pesticide applications including herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, etc. whether applied variable
rate or traditional application methods (each crop year) for ingredients VENDOR applies.
Yield (each crop)

Therefore, _____________________ agrees to and understands the above arrangements
________________________________________ date ______________
With The Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc.
________________________________________ date ______________
James McPherson, President
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Precision Agriculture BMP Technology Transfer Demonstration
Overview
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. (JPF) with funding from the Environmental
Protection Agency 319(h) nonpoint source pollution program through the Kentucky Division of Water is
embarking on a 4 year project to encourage use of precision agriculture technologies and obtain
knowledge as to the effectiveness of these technologies in reducing nonpoint source pollution.

What the Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. will do:
1. Provide financial incentive to each participant to participate in the project;
2. Provide financial incentive to each participant at a rate not to exceed 60% of the total costs of
the project elements;
3. Provide financial incentive in the approximate amount of $8,000, not to exceed $8,500 or be
less than $7,800 to each participate in the project
4. Reimburse the participant promptly upon completion of project requirements for each crop
season – this will most likely be in 5 payments over the length of the project;
5. Provide any participant which receives more than $600 from JPF in any year with a form 1099
Misc. for their tax records;
6. Protect participant personal data as per privacy laws;
7. Store participant data in a blind format that identifies the data as per a unique numeric
identifier, no private individual data will be released for public view, without written permission
of that participant;
8. Expect each participant to faithfully complete the project through years, beginning fall 2005 and
ending fall 2009, enrolled acres need to be in corn in 2005 and/or 2006 and one more crop
season (minimum) of which will be in corn;
9. Assist the participant in the understanding and utilization of the precision agriculture
information;
10. Collect the data related to precision agriculture and produce a report of the findings.
Dustin Renfrow, Project Manager
Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc.
2715 Olivet Church Road, Paducah, KY 42001
270‐534‐8054 voice,
270‐554‐5702 fax

What you as a participant agree to do:
1. Enroll 220 acres into the project (some size variation will be allowed). More acres are
encouraged to be enrolled into the project, but the amount of financial incentive will remain the
same.
2. Agree to participate by providing JPF and its partners access to the 220 acres enrolled in the
project for the Fall 2005; 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009 crop years;
3. Provide the Foundation with the listed data elements (see page 4) in a timely fashion, as per
quality control requirements.
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4. Have a GPS equipped yield monitor ready to use for the 2005 harvest year on the enrolled
acres, for all combines used in the enrolled acres.
5. Provide documentation (may be receipts, canceled checks, time logs, etc agreed to in advance of
expenditure) to substantiate participant contribution of 40% match in the form of cash, cash
equivalent, or in‐kind to the project.
6. A participant may use the financial incentive for any approved precision agriculture equipment
or service. The portion of how much of the financial incentive package that goes to the
participant for data is up to the decision of that participant as long as the participant enrolls 220
or more acres in this project. Eligible precision agriculture equipment includes light bars, GPS
guidance systems, assisted steering, and variable rate attachments for planters, spreaders,
sprayers, software, and more. Services include soil sampling and soil testing if sites are GPS
located, GPS equipped yield monitor calibration, variable rate spreading and spraying., etc. If in
doubt contact the Project Manager.
If a producer performs the below listed items the fee schedule will be as follows: The Foundation will
reimburse the participant $18 payable $5.40 in 2005, $3.60 for 2006 and 2007, and $5.40 for 2008. The
participant will be responsible for performing the items below and supplying the data to the Foundation
in an electronic format acceptable to the Project Manager. The Foundation will reimburse the
participant, as per above after task have been performed.
Fall of 2005.
1. 4 cores pulled at every site on 2.5 acre grids
2. Samples will be sent to a contract laboratory for analysis
Analysis will be sent to participant and JPF
3. Analysis and recommendation will include the following
pH, P1, K, C.E.C., O.M.
4. Provide the fertility prescription for variable rate application in paper map and compatible
electronic card delivered to the participant’s applicator with copies provided to JPF)
5. Calibration of Yield Monitor before entry into enrolled acres at harvest.
6. Routine downloading of information stored to PC Card in Yield Monitor
7. All yield maps from enrolled acres will processed and delivered to JPF
8. All prescriptions for the 220 enrolled acres will be generated and delivered to JPF in hard copy
and electronic formats.
Spring 2006
Some additional equipment may be required by some growers at this time. Growers must be prepared
to variable rate apply their lime, dry fertilizer, nitrogen, and possibly seed, with their own equipment or
by custom applicator.
1. By this time enough data may have been generated to move grower into VRT applications of Dry
Fertilizer (analysis from soil samples), Nitrogen; liquid or anhydrous, and seeding rates for corn.
2. All prescriptions will be generated and given to JPF in map and electronic formats.
Prescriptions;
3. Once the products have been applied the participant will download data from PC cards to create
as‐applied maps and place that data in the grower’s database for future use with this project.
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4. JPF will receive maps of all the applied amendments and pesticides associated with their
enrolled acres.

Fall 2006 thru spring 2007 and fall 2007 thru spring 2008
No soil sampling will be required. Repeat processes used in fall 2005 (without the soil sampling and
testing) and spring 2006
Fall 2008
1. 4 cores pulled at every site on 2.5 acre grids
2. Samples will be sent to a contract laboratory for analysis
Analysis will be sent to participant and JPF
3. Analysis and recommendation will include the following
pH, P1, K, C.E.C., O.M.
4. Provide the fertility prescription for variable rate application in paper map and compatible
electronic card delivered to the participant’s applicator with copies provided to JPF)
5. Calibration of Yield Monitor before entry into enrolled acres at harvest.
6. Routine downloading of information stored to PC Card in Yield Monitor
7. All yield maps from enrolled acres will processed and delivered to JPF
8. All prescriptions for the 220 enrolled acres will be generated and delivered to JPF in hard copy
and electronic formats.
9. Compare sample sites from 1st crop and 4th crop from fertility perspective
10. Transfer all pertinent data to Jackson Purchase Foundation’s system via shapefiles and Excel
spreadsheets
Data elements:
(Data collected per data point located by Global Position System)
• 220 acres minimum enrollment, must use the same acres for the length of the project;
• Soil Sampling, sites located by GPS, on a 2.5 acre grid or management zone if approved in advance
(taken twice during the duration ‐ fall 2005, fall 2008);
• Soils analysis (pH, P1, K, C.E.C., O.M.) by approved laboratory (twice);
• Lime and fertilizer recommendations and actual applications as per variable rate technology,
including micronutrients if so applied (each application);
• Seeding rates as per the variable rate technology or not (each crop);
• Pesticide applications including herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, etc. whether applied variable
rate or traditional application methods (each crop year). This data element will not be the
responsibility of PMC.
• Yield (each crop)
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Precision Agriculture BMP Technology Transfer Demonstration
Participant Agreement
Project Participant: ____________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
Phone _________________________ Cell _________________________________
Email _______________________________________________________________
SSN or EIN _________________________ (required for JPF to make payment)
Number of acres _________
Farm Location: _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Tract identifier: ______________________________________________________
Field(s) Identifier: ____________________________________________________

I agree to faithfully cooperate, for the length of the entire project, with the Jackson Purchase Resource
Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. (JPF) in the Precision Agriculture BMP Technology
Transfer Demonstration project by providing JPF with the listed data elements and by purchasing,
leasing, or hiring the required equipment and services needed in order to obtain the listed data
elements; in return the JPF will provide me with a financial incentive package of no less than $7,800 or
more than $8,500 that is matched with a 40% or 1 dollar for every 2.5 dollars of value in cash, cash
value, or in‐kind I contribute to this project. The project will begin with harvest 2005 and concluded
with harvest 2009.
Payment. If you choose to submit documentation for full payment up‐front and then you choose to not
complete this project, you, as the participant, will be expected to refund to the Foundation 25% of your
total payment for each year not completed. OR,
____________ initial
You may choose to receive your payments in 4 payments over the life of the project.
____________ initial

Signed: ________________________________________ date ______________
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Appendix E. Photo Documentation
Airflow Fertilizer Spreader Truck

Auto Planter Box Shutoff
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GPS Antenna

Cab of tractor displaying Lightbar, Auto-Steer, and Monitor
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Lightbar

Auto-Steer
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Variable Rate Applicator for NH3

Variable Rate Applicator for NH3
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Yield Monitor / Planter Monitor
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Appendix F. Power Point Presentation
Presentation by Dan Ellison at the SE Association of RDC&D
Slide 1

Precision Agriculture
Using variable rate technologies for
environmental and economic benefits

1

Slide 2

Jackson Purchase RC&D
Kentucky

Precision Agriculture
Dan Ellison
Southeastern Association Board Member
Precision Agriculture Program Participant
2
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Slide 3

What is Precision Agriculture?
PA is the use of Global
Positioning to very accurately
locate a point in the field then
attaching all relevant data to
that given point.
Then using that data to
prescribe the optimum
amount of inputs needed at
that given point in the field.
3

Slide 4
What is Precision Agriculture?
Relevant data:
Soil Fertility
N, P2O5, K, pH, CEC, OM,
micronutrients, etc
Soil Type
structure, drainage,
flooding,
Past yields – Planned Yields
History – crops, lime, fertilizer
4

Slide 5

What is Precision Agriculture?
Inputs variable-rate applied:
Fertilizer
N, P2O5, K, Lime,
micronutrients
Herbicides
Insecticides
Seed
5
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Slide 6

Precision Agriculture Components
•
•
•
•

Guidance
Flow & Appliance Control
Information Management
Production Management

6

Slide 7

Precision Agriculture Tools
•
•
•
•
•

7

Slide 8

8

Yield Monitor
GPS Receiving Unit
Controllers
Software
Automatic Steering
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Slide 9

Precision Agriculture Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Yield Monitor
GPS Receiving Unit
Controllers
Software
Automatic Steering

9

Slide 10

10

Slide 11

Precision Agriculture Tools
•
•
•
•
•

11

Yield Monitor
GPS Receiving Unit
Controllers
Software
Automatic Steering
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Slide 12

12

Slide 13

Precision Agriculture Tools - Guidance
•
•
•
•
•

13

Slide 14

14

Yield Monitor
GPS Receiving Unit
Controllers
Software
Automatic Steering
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Slide 15

Precision Agriculture Tools - Guidance
•
•
•
•

Light Bars, EZ-Guide
Automatic Steering, EZ-Steer
Automatic Piloting, Autopilot
Terrain Compensation

15

Slide 16

16

Slide 17

Who uses Precision Ag?
Percent Adoption
Technology

2007

2003

Geo-referenced grid soil sampling

n/a

15.3

Yield monitor

31.7

11.6

6.0

Satellite GPS receiver

26.1

7.6

2.2

Guidance, lightbar, steering

31.6

8.1

n/a

Variable-rate phosphorus

19.6

14.1

7.3

Variable-rate potassium

19.5

13.4

7.3

Variable-rate lime

22.2

14.0

6.7

Variable-rate nitrogen

10.7

7.7

6.3

Variable-rate herbicides

7.1

5.3

5.7

Variable-rate seeding

8.1

4.2

3.4

Ohio State University & Purdue University
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What are the Benefits?
• Water Quality
The threat to nonpoint source
pollution is reduced by the lower
amounts of potential pollutants
applied to the land while
maintaining or increasing yields.
Nonpoint Source Pollution is where pollutants enter into the environment
from no readily identifiable point (source). Nitrogen and phosphorus runoff
from fields is a NPS pollutant and contributes to the Gulf Hypoxia, “dead
zone in the Gulf of Mexico.”
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What are the Benefits?
• Energy
The efficiency of precise
application reduces skips and
overlaps requiring less fuel per
acre.
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What are the Benefits?
• Income
Produces the same yields while
– Less fuel is consumed
– Less time in the field
– Less inputs applied

More income per acre
Allocate resources to achieve
maximum economic benefit
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Global Positioning
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EPA 319(h) grant
Total Project
Federal Funding
Local Match

$667,500
$400,500
$267,000

Project participants received an
incentive payment of $8,500 and
provided a minimum of $5,700
in match.
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Plan
• Recruit 40 farmers with some
experience with GPS/Precision
Ag./Variable-rate technology.
• Assist them with implementing new
technologies and/or techniques.
• Grid sample 220 acres twice (before
and after)
• Collect yield data for 4 years
• Collect application data for 4 years.
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What have we done?
• Recruited 40 producers who agreed
to collect intense data on 220 for
8990 total acres
• Installed PA equipment on 36
producers
• Collected soils data at the onset on
38 producers (1 of 2)
• Collected input data on 36 (3 yrs)
• Collected yield data on 36 (3 yrs)
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pH
2005
YIELDS
P2O5
2006
2007YIELDS
YIELDS

Results
• Typical fertilizer application for
corn – 150 lbs of 18-46-0 & 0-060 plus nitrogen
• Total N applied typically is 200
lbs.
• On our project areas N
application has been reduced
15% or 30 lbs per acre while
maintain yields.
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Results
• Typical fertilizer application for
corn – 150 lbs of 18-46-0 & 0-060 plus nitrogen
• Total P2O5 applied typically is 70
pounds per acres
• On our project areas P2O5
application has been reduced
10% or 6 lbs per acre while
maintain yields
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Results
• Typical fertilizer application for
corn – 150 lbs of 18-46-0 & 0-060 plus nitrogen
• No reduction has been
measurable with KCl, Potassium
levels are medium to low in most
West KY Soils.
• Fertilizer savings per acre $10.98
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Results
• This year there will be
approximately 85 Million acres
of corn grown
• Assuming just a 10% reduction
in N application using Precision
Agriculture there would be
850,000 tons less nitrogen used
and $510,000,000 saved across
the country.
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Please visit our website for updates on this project.

http://www.jpf.org
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